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The 65th birthday of Michael Negele
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On February 22nd our Honorary Member Dr. Michael Negele celebrated his 65th birthday. This day
coincided with the day on which, although still informally, the new Board of the CH&LS took office and
during the following weeks in which the transfer of tasks took place this special day for our Honorary
Member passed unnoticed. So, prior to our warmest congratulations we have to apologise for our lack of
awareness to look on time on the birthday calendar!

Michael belonged to the founding fathers of the CH&LS, that started almost 20 years ago as Ken Whyld
Association, a small group of collectors, bibliographers and historians. The idea was to connect the few
people around the world that were interested in chess book collecting, in problems of chess bibliography,
and in chess history, and to exchange information, data, books, and to try to build a kind of ‘wiki’ chess
bibliography. The early members of the informal Association had the hope that the number of members
could grow up to at most 30, but to a large extent thanks to Michael’s boundless energy, first as treasurer
and later as chairman, the membership expanded within 10 year to almost 200 members. When you dive
into the historical pages of our website, you can get an impression of his activities and his contributions,
for instance when you look under Archive, especially under Expeditions of Michael Negele. During that
period he was a true ambassador of the Association.
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Now, after the depressing two years of Corona lockdowns, we all hope to meet him again at the bi-annual
member meetings in Braunschweig as soon as the Klittich House will resume the likewise bi-annual public
auctions of chess literature. At those meetings Michael ‘s participation was highly valued by many. Let’s
hope that also in this respect we will more or less return to ‘normal’.

For those who want to read more about Michael Negele’s exploits in the world of chess, and an
appreciation from a broader point of view, can have a look on:

https://de.chessbase.com/post/zum-65-geburtstag-von-michael-negele

Bob van de Velde
former chairman
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